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	Computational photography is a new and rapidly developing research field. It has evolved

	from computer vision, image processing, computer graphics, and applied optics, and refers

	broadly to computational imaging techniques that enhance or extend the capabilities of

	digital photography. The output of these techniques is an image which cannot be produced

	by today’s common imaging solutions and devices. Despite the recent establishment of

	computational photography as a recognized research area, numerous commercial products

	capitalizing on its principles have already appeared in diverse market applications due to the

	gradual migration of computational algorithms from computers to image-enabled consumer

	electronic devices and imaging software.





	Image processing methods for computational photography are of paramount importance

	in the research and development community specializing in computational imaging due

	to the urgent needs and challenges of emerging digital camera applications. There exist

	consumer digital cameras which use face detection to better focus and expose the image,

	while others perform preliminary panorama stitching directly in the camera and use local

	tone mapping to manage difficult lighting situations. There are also successful attempts

	to use the information from a set of images, for instance, to reduce or eliminate image

	blur, suppress noise, increase image resolution, and remove objects from or add them to a

	captured image.





	Thus it is not difficult to see that many imaging devices and applications already rely on

	research advances in the field of computational photography. The commercial proliferation

	of digital still and video cameras, image-enabled mobile phones and personal digital assistants,

	surveillance and automotive apparatuses, machine vision systems, and computer

	graphic systems has increased the demand for technical developments in the area. It is

	expected that the growing interest in image processing methods for computational photography

	and their use in emerging applications such as digital photography and art, visual

	communication, online sharing in social networks, digital entertainment, surveillance, and

	multimedia will continue.
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System-Level Design Methodologies for TelecommunicationSpringer, 2013

	Long-term evolution (LTE) indoor coverage is becoming important day

	by day due to multilayer design and high traffic-building premises. Nowadays, it is

	true that user expectations from operator’s indoor high-quality services and capacity

	availability provides a well-promised opportunity to offer improved LTE services

	with...
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Practical .NET for Financial MarketsApress, 2006
Practical .NET for Financial Markets was born because we were convinced no focused literature
existed for people involved in application/product development in financial markets using .NET.
Although a lot of .NET-related material is available, most often it is not relevant for developers in
the finance domain. The finance domain...
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Amazing Grace: The Story of America's Most Beloved SongEcco, 2003
A life as haunting as the music, and a biography that comes very close to doing it justice. -- Kirkus Reviews

Behind our most beloved hymn is a fascinating story spanning continents, cultures, and centuries. Inspired by the way "Amazing Grace" continues to change and grow in popularity, acclaimed music writer Steve...
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Adaptive FiltersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Adaptive filtering is a topic of immense practical and theoretical value, having applications in areas ranging from digital and wireless communications to biomedical systems. Now, preserving the style and main features of the earlier award-winning publication, Fundamentals of Adaptive Filtering (2005 Terman Award), the author offers readers and...
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Getting an Information Security Job For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Get prepared for your Information Security job search! Do you want to equip yourself with the knowledge necessary to succeed in the Information Security job market? If so, you've come to the right place. Packed with the latest and most effective strategies for landing a lucrative job in this popular and quickly-growing field, Getting an...
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Nikon D600 Digital Field GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Everything you need to know to take amazing photos with your Nikon D600


	This full-color, portable guide goes beyond the owner's manual to deliver clear, succinct descriptions of how the Nikon D600's features and functions work. Perfectly sized to fit in your camera bag, this portable guide offers professional advice...
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